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Reading and Analyzing Text
Read the story “Autumn Treasures” before answering 
Numbers 1 through 5.

Autumn Treasures
by Edna Ledgard

illustrated by Helen Cogancherry

Grace found a pretty red leaf. She found a big orange leaf and 

three yellow leaves. She even found a green leaf. She tucked them 

into her pocket and ran to school.

Her friends had leaves, too. Red leaves. Yellow leaves. Orange 

leaves. Some children had brought acorns and horse chestnuts, 

too.

“I’m going to keep my leaves forever,” Grace told Miss Hill.
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Miss Hill smiled. She passed out cans of old peeled crayons 

and sheets of white paper. Grace put a leaf on her desk, bumpy 

side up under the paper. Carefully she rubbed the side of her red 

crayon against the paper. It made a leaf pattern.

Soon Grace had a red leaf, an orange leaf, and three yellow 

leaves on her paper. 

Grace took her black crayon and colored hard in all the empty 

spaces.

Miss Hill pinned the beautiful leaf patterns all around the 

room. She put the real leaves on a shelf with some acorns and 

horse chestnuts.

In a few days, the real leaves had turned dry and brown, but the 

leaf patterns were still bright.

“What a good way to keep my leaves forever!” said Grace.
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Now answer Numbers 1 through 5. Base your answers on the 
story “Autumn Treasures.”

1  Where does this story MOSTLY take place?

A in a forest

B at the park

C at Grace’s house

D in Grace’s classroom

2  What does Grace do FIRST when she finds her leaves?

F makes leaf patterns

G tucks them in her pocket

H takes them to her teacher

I hangs them on the wall at school

3  Why does Grace put the leaf “bumpy side up” under the paper?

A to rub a leaf pattern

B to help the leaf dry faster

C to help the leaf last longer

D to make the leaf turn brown
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4  Read this sentence from the story.

Miss Hill pinned the beautiful leaf patterns all around 

the room. 

What does the word pinned mean in the sentence above?

F covered

G dried

H held

I hung

5  What happens at the end of the story?

A The leaves start to fall.

B The real leaves turn brown. 

C Grace makes leaf patterns.

D Grace finds a pretty red leaf.
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